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 Amanda Reavey  00:06

Hello, my name is Amanda Reavey. Welcome to the stereotyped life where we talk about
mental health, disability and access in higher education. We release new episodes every
other Wednesday at 12pm Central. So please subscribe on iTunes or wherever you get your
podcasts and visit WWW dot stereotype dot life for this episode's transcript and
additional resources. So today I'm here with Meredith Williams to talk about the issues
students with disabilities faced on campus, and also the student organization dream,
which stands for Disability Rights, education, activism and mentoring. I think dream is
really wonderful and much needed organization. So I'm super excited to talk with
Meredith. So Meredith, thank you for being here today.

Meredith Williams  00:55
Thank you for having me.

 Amanda Reavey  00:56

Yeah. So Meredith is a PhD student in public health at the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, and has a passion for promoting disability inclusion, and mobilizing public
health knowledge, frameworks and strategies to meet the needs of the disability
community. So can you tell listeners a little bit about yourself and your work? And
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especially like, I don't actually know. I mean, I've heard of public health, but I don't really
know what it is or how somebody becomes involved in it.

Meredith Williams  01:26
Sure, I'm happy to. So first a little bit about me. I have a rare genetic auto inflammatory
condition that has affected me in major ways for about 20 years, but has been lifelong.
And over the course of my life, I realized that a lot of the issues that I was facing a lot of
the problems that I had a lot of the barriers that I was encountering, were outside of the
doctor's office. So they were these were things that the medical system couldn't address.
So that really started my interest in public health and in public health. We look at, you
know, in a doctor's office, and they look at the health of one individual and public health,
we look at the, the health of populations or groups. So it might be the health of all people
with disabilities are all people who live in Milwaukee, or all people who live in poverty. So
we're looking at different groups. And we're looking at sort of more systemic factors. So
like, how does systems work? And how do they not work? And how does that affect the
health of the population? So we're interested in a lot of things like education, poverty,
access to health care, infrastructure in cities, environmental exposures, such as, like lead in
the water. So these sort of things that affect big groups of people. And the health of big
groups of people over time. Does that make sense to me? Yeah, that makes a lot of sense.
What perfect. I mean, that's, that's a lot. That's like, yeah, very broad. Yes. Is there like a
specific area that you focus on? Yes. So my interest is, in particularly in social
determinants of health for people with disabilities, and how these create health disparities
for people with disabilities. So a lot of the research that we have currently looks at maybe
differences in access to health care, that create poor health outcomes for people with
disabilities. But I'm interested in things like, how does living in deep poverty affect health
outcomes for people with disabilities? And how does food insecurity affect health
outcomes for people with disabilities, and how does experiencing discrimination on a
daily basis affect health outcomes for people with disabilities? So I'm interested in more of
those determinants of health that are outside of healthcare, and are more consistent with
a disability rights framework.

 Amanda Reavey  04:20

What have you found? I mean, I know that the big question, but what are some of the
things that that you found that maybe surprised you?

Meredith Williams  04:30
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Well, um one of the papers that I'm working on now. We're looking at the relationship
between income and psychological distress for people with disabilities. And what we see
is that what we see for people with disabilities is that relationship is much stronger. So as
income dig decreases psychological distress increases much more for people with
disabilities than without disabilities. So people with disabilities are having
disproportionate impacts of poverty on their mental health. And so some follow up
research that we're working on. To see why that is. We're looking at food insecurity. So we
see that food insecurity plays a much bigger role in the relationship between income and
psychological distress for people with disabilities than it does for people without
disabilities. And also, I've been working on some longitudinal studies to look at maybe
over like 10 and 20 years. What are the roles of factors like income and education and
employment and health outcomes for people with disabilities over time, because I think
public health historically has looked at people with disabilities as sort of, you have this
adverse outcome disability and we don't pay attention anymore after that, right. Then
now you're in the realm of medicine and social services. But in public health, we don't care
anymore because you've had this bad outcome. And we're only interested in prevention.
So what we want to do when we're taking a more disability rights perspective to this in
public health, is we want to say, hey, some people with disabilities are having really bad
outcomes after that disability occurs. And it's because of things that are preventable, like
living in poverty, like not having access to education or employment like everyone else. So
if we can do some more longitudinal studies and show that these things play a role over
time, and then we can start to reorient that perspective. So it's not just you have a
disability, everything bad that happens after that is due to your disability. But we're
thinking about things that we can intervene on and we can improve like basic social
conditions to help improve health outcomes for people with disabilities.

 Amanda Reavey  07:04

So it almost takes a very intersectional approach.

Meredith Williams  07:09
Yes

 Amanda Reavey  07:10

That's good. I think that's really important that we forget that like you were saying we
focused on one area and don't realize like, actually these all affect other things like my not
having a job is going to affect, you know, my basic needs so I'm not going to necessarily
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pay as much attention to my schoolwork if I'm in school, you know, like and then that has
an adverse outcome cuz I'm definitely not doing homework because I'm worried about
food and or, or paying for medications. I know without health insurance, one of my
medications is like $500.

Meredith Williams  07:50
Yes, Uh huh. I have a I have a medication. It's over $30,000 a year if I didn't have health
insurance.

 Amanda Reavey  07:56

Oh my gosh,

Meredith Williams  07:57
There would be no way

 Amanda Reavey  08:00

Yeah, oh my gosh, like I can't even I can't even imagine. That's like a salary.

Meredith Williams  08:06
Yes. It is. So and I think I know we're gonna talk a little bit about issues in the university for
students who, who are at our university. But I would say that's one of the things that I've
learned really talking to other students is, a lot of times we think we think about what sort
of barriers students with disabilities may be facing. And what we don't think about as is
things like I hear from other students, like, I haven't had enough food all month and I've
gone to the food pantry so many times I can't go again, and I don't have any money and I
don't have any food for the rest of the month, or I don't have anywhere to live. And I've
been living out of my car for the past week. These are the things that I hear from other
students with disabilities and I think these are not what we expect to hear. But they're
really important basic needs that are not being met for students with disabilities, and
those conversations, I think, also have informed my work in public health a lot. Because
when I hear those things, I think this is very important, you know, and if this is not where
we're looking, it's not what we assume. And unless we listen to people who are living with
these challenges, we don't know where to direct our research, you know, we're not getting
the full story unless we, unless we take people at their word for what's going on in their
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lives and what their biggest concerns are.

 Amanda Reavey  09:40

So that's so so that's almost like we make certain assumptions and certain we have
certain assumptions, certain ideas, certain stereotypes that we make about students, and
we say, Oh, your job is school it's like well, but I can't afford school, and all these other
things if I don't work full time or nearly full time.

Meredith Williams  10:02
Yeah, I know, our university has done well, a better recently with having like the mobile
food pantry, they have a food pantry and my building this older school for public health, a
food pantry on Main Campus. So I think that there is some awareness of these issues. And
I think people are working to try to address them. But I don't know that there's an
awareness of maybe the disproportionate impact these issues are having on students with
disabilities. And I do think that that's one thing that I don't if I think when you are a
student with a disability and you're interacting with professors or administrators, and you
go to them with issues, you know, a lot of times if you're asking for an accommodation or
asking for an extension or asking for medical leave. Something like that. Sometimes,
whoever you're interacting with may act like you're you're wanting special treatment, you
know, or you're wanting something that you don't deserve. Or maybe you're just trying to
get something extra special. But I think it's really important to not only trust students with
disabilities, because it's very hard to disclose these things. And so if they're telling you this
is an issue, and they're disclosing what's happening, and they are asking for help, then
they really need that help. And so trust those students and then also realize that there are
these background factors going on. Like we're talking about, like housing, like food and
food insecurity, like not having any income and still having to pay for medications. And so
there are lots of things going on in these students lives even beyond that health condition.
And, and I wish that there was more there was more awareness of. Have those factors and
sort of the whole experience that we're having outside of school and outside of that
interaction with, with professors or administrators?

 Amanda Reavey  12:13

I love that that we need to as instructors, we need to trust our students. Are there other
things that professors and instructors can be doing to build that rapport and that and yet
build the rapport with students and say, you know, hey, we understand there are other
things going on or might be like, how do you open that conversation?
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Meredith Williams  12:40
That's a good question. I think, coming from the student side. I think when you talk about
those things in class, or maybe when you include disability in conversations and class that
makes me feel like I'm more more comfortable approaching you about those things. So I
think like in public health, we talk a lot about diversity. If you talk about disability as a
form of diversity, something that can be celebrated. If you talk about issues students
might be facing, sort of open that up, then I might be more comfortable approaching you
to talk about those. I think it's difficult and I think, I think another thing to be aware of is
that at least the students with disabilities that I talked with regularly, they're very afraid of
disclosing, you know, they're afraid of discrimination. They're afraid of being treated
differently. They're afraid of being outed, so to speak, not only to their professors, but
other students in school, they don't want people to think badly of them. And so the it's, I
think it's very tricky for students to want to disclose and to feel comfortable with that and
so I do think that bringing it up might be helpful. But also maybe just not pressuring
students and allowing them to just close those things on their own time and when they're,
when they're comfortable. I don't really know the best way to bridge that gap. But I do
know that that's a very serious concern for a lot of the students that that I know.

 Amanda Reavey  14:23

Yes. So it's almost like we need to be very explicit about the acceptance of diversity in the
classroom, and not just, you know, copying, pasting the accessibility, you know, syllabus,
thing that you can copy and paste but actually using your own words and saying, here's
what my teaching style is and what I believe about teaching and if you know, etc, etc. and
just being very aware and then building in different options into the into the into how you
teach the materials and how you assess the materials so that students don't have to out
themselves if they don't want to.

Meredith Williams  15:10
Yes, yeah, I think that falls in line very much with the universal design for learning
framework. So like for people who are listening, universal design is really about designing
products, systems, teaching in classrooms, whatever it may be, so that it's the most
accessible to the most people from the start. So that might look like having different
multiple modes of learning, different assignments, having options for everyone to have
absences, and maybe deadline extensions and these sorts of things, thinking about
teaching a little bit differently from the beginning so that accommodates most people
possible makes it so that we don't necessarily have to feel like what we're asking for is
wrong, or, you know, inappropriate or it alleviates that burden from us because we can
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automatically just participate in the class without having to go through, you know, all of
the steps and the disclosure and getting paperwork and all those things.

 Amanda Reavey  16:21

Yeah. And then that also, you know, I always think about how the self advocacy is also a
skill to be that we need to develop that, especially undergrad don't necessarily go into
college having those skills. And so if you take this kind of universal design framework in
the classroom, I love that that idea of alleviating that burden because it's already a
burden to have a disability and have to navigate that in in college or anywhere really.
Yeah, I like that taking the stress off.

Meredith Williams  16:57
And I think it I think for most things when. So my background is in advocacy, patient
advocacy and disability advocacy. And most things that we talk about that we want for
people with disabilities are also good for people without disabilities. And so students have
all sorts of things going on outside of the classroom, they might have children, they might
have deaths in the family, they might have all sorts of things going on. And so these sorts
of universal design principles benefit all students who have real lives and real things that
come up. And so it makes everyone more successful, successful, it gives everyone better
access. And it's not just for, you know, I'm not just changing my whole approach to
teaching and my entire syllabus, just for a couple people. I'm changing it because it works
better for all of my students.

 Amanda Reavey  17:52

Yeah. And there's always whether you know it or not, there's always going to be one to
two students at least per semester that are going through some kind of crisis. I mean, I
think we're in an unusual situation now where basically everyone's going through a crisis.
It does highlight that, hey, you know, I've been thinking about some of the things that
professors have been doing in the classroom that are actually very much in line with
universal design, whether they know it or not. And it's like, ooh, are you going to keep that
when this is over? Because you should.

Meredith Williams  18:31
Yes, I really, really hope so. I know. I know there's a level of frustration among people with
disabilities with this issue, because some of these are things we've been asking for forever,
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like options to participate remotely. For example, it's really great for people who have
transportation barriers or who have issues with illness and stamina or immune
deficiencies. For example, a lot of us have those. It's really great. For us, we hope that
these sorts of multiple modes of participation will stick around after this. And if we see
that this can be done, that it, it will be done because in the past, you know, a lot of these
things we've asked for were just seen as too difficult. And so I'm hoping that this you know,
we're all forced to get over this hurdle. And so maybe once we get over this hurdle,
together, we'll realize that these sorts of accommodations and, and modes of access are
not actually all that difficult to incorporate.

 Amanda Reavey  19:34

Yeah, this idea of like, finally, listening to the disability community, is almost... I guess the
two things that are coming up for me is representation. And then also, like social
annihilation, that if you don't see yourself represented then you don't exist and people
don't listen to you. I'm not exactly sure what I'm asking here but in in one of the articles
that could you did your you did your your master's degree in Public Health, right? Mm
hmm. And they did an alumni special on you. And they in that article you said that, quote,
I feel driven to use this time to pursue my graduate education and to start working
towards giving a voice to some of the issues faced by people with chronic illness, and
disability and quote, so I feel like in everything we're talking about is representation and
social annihilation, and almost like this is why it's important. Representation is important.
Yeah, that's not really a question, but that's coming up. Yeah,

Meredith Williams  20:54
No, I think it's very important and I think, you know, sometimes I questioned why I'm doing
graduate school, it's very difficult. It's very difficult when you have a chronic illness and my
illness has become life threatening more and more. It gets dangerous very quickly. But I'm
still very dedicated to getting through graduate school. And I think a big part of that does
have to do with representation. And it's not that it's not that I feel that I can represent all
people with disabilities, because I can't, I can represent my experience. My no one sample
size of one, I can represent my experience. And I think I can create room for more voices
from our community to be heard. But if we can't, if none of us can get through graduate
school, or it's really difficult to get through graduate school, and not and then then we're
not sitting at the tables where decisions are made about our community and our lives.
And I think in public health in a lot of fields. There are a lot of very well meaning people
who don't have disabilities who are making these decisions, but what's missing as our
voices and so, without so I'll say back when, before I started, graduate school, I was doing
a lot of patient and disability advocacy. And being seen as a patient is really difficult
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when you're talking to policymakers, you're talking to physicians, even when you're in the
doctor's office talking about your own health, your perspective and experiences as a
patient don't carry a lot of weight, you know, and maybe your priorities. I mean, I
remember writing letters to senators, and they would write back and say, Well, this is we
appreciate your story, but this is just not a priority to us right now. And so I think that
having a degree or as many letters after my name as I can get, as I like to say, as many
letters as I can get after my name helps me to be heard by people who make these
decisions. It helps me to gain a seat at the table, so that there's some voice from our
community, representing our concerns, and our priorities and what we really need and
what we want to see happen. So other people are not guessing at what our priorities are
for us. But I will say that it's, it's difficult because I think a lot of what we're doing,
especially in academia is we're navigating a system that really wasn't ever designed to
include us in the first place. So there are a lot of barriers there. And it's not necessarily that
people are actively putting those barriers in our, in our path now, but it's that this whole
system wasn't really designed for students with disabilities to be able to navigate. And so,
you know, I think like in graduate school, for example, a lot of times, classes are difficult
because you are expected to do a large volume of work to expect to do a huge volume of
reading a huge volume of writing in a short period of time. And this is how the classes are,
are made rigorous. But I think we really need to think about what this does for students
with disabilities. And I think what it does is it systematically excludes many students with
disabilities from getting through graduate school and from eventually having some voice
and the issues that affect us most. So we're excluded a lot of times from power eventually
because it's difficult to get through these programs that were designed to you know, sort
of assess your dedication and and your aptitude for a particular field based onvolume of
effort or based on being able to show up in person and and i don't think that that
necessarily do it assess whether a student has the skills that you're looking for the passion
for a field, the motivation to contribute to that field. And if they're going to make a big
impact or to make an impact on meaningful issues, I don't think that the way that
graduate school is designed as necessarily going to select those of us who have the most
passion and have the most to offer just because I think some of those assumptions are
inherently able to assist in the way the system is designed.

 Amanda Reavey  25:34

That makes me think about, so there is there are there are professors that are moving
from more of the assessment based grading in terms of in terms of like points or or you
know, ABC to labor based grading, which is more the effort that you put in. And on the
one hand, I think that's really cool and really important. That is the effort. But then what
you're saying about the volume of effort makes me wonder if actually labor based grading
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isn't as inclusive as I thought it was like maybe it is more ableist than it is inclusive.

Meredith Williams  26:24
Mm hmm. I think it probably would. I think for some people, it may be better. And for
some people, it may be worse, you know, because there's people with disabilities, we're
very diverse. But I think for those of us who have issues with stamina, concentration, you
know, those sorts of things, or just all this other stuff going on in our lives, being able to
show up in person dedicate huge amounts of time and effort. It I don't think it assesses
whether we can really contribute to a field I think it assesses if you have nothing else
going on in your life. You're able to devote that time and that energy, you know

 Amanda Reavey  27:04

That that's a brilliant statement. Like we as instructors need to think about what we are
trying to assess and then change our assessments based on that. Like what do we
actually want our students to accomplish or achieve or to be able to do? And I don't know
that I'm speaking for myself, I guess, really is I don't always sit there in and consciously
write out an objective saying, by the end of this lesson, students should be able to what I
know I should be doing that so maybe, maybe I shouldn't have just outed myself right
here. I'm gonna publicize, but Okay, I'm gonna change track a little bit before I get in
trouble. One, it makes me really sad that in order to be heard, that you felt that you
needed to get all these these accolades or these letters after your name in order to have a
seat at the table. That's terrible. I also admire that you're still pursuing that in order to
create what you said create room for more voices. And I think I mean, is that one of the
reasons why you found it because you're the founder and co leader of the UW chapter of
dream, which Disability Rights Education, activism and mentoring, which my
understanding is that it's a national organization for and by college students with
disabilities. So is that part of it part of the impetus for starting it or how did you find out
about it and get it started?

Meredith Williams  28:59
I think it is. Big part. And I think I think it goes back to representation again. So as I moved
through undergrad and my master's, my PhD program, I was always looking around
classrooms, faculty, administrators looking for people like me, and it was really hard to
find them. And I'm sure in your experience, too, the further you get out, especially into a
Ph. D program, it's nearly impossible to find other students with disabilities. And I think the
first three years of my Ph. D program, my health was very bad. And I was in and out of the
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hospital and I was writing papers in the hospital and I would be, you know, like in the
hospital and saying, you know, I gotta get to class you guys gotta let me go, I need to get
to class. You know, I'm trying to juggle a Ph. D program and all all of the demands of that
with like, some serious like life and death issues, and I'm like, Who can I talk to about this?
Like who really understands and I really needed to find some other student with a
disability to talk to. So I went to accessibility Resource Center here on campus and I went
to my counselor and I said, you know, do you know anyone, I mean anyone, any especially
PhD student, any PhD student with like a chronic condition or disability. I'm really having
trouble finding anyone. And I really need to talk to other people who've had a similar
experience. And so he hooked me up with another student who helps me to come up with
the idea of having a group for students with disabilities on campus. And I think that it
starts with finding others who are like you and having some sense of communication and
community and connection. And I think what we've seen with our group particularly is it
builds from that into advocacy and wanting to spread awareness and create campus
change. So I think our groups started with, let's just be able to find one another. And then
once we found one another, it moved into more sort of the activism phase, which I think is
very natural flow and a very good thing for our group. But that's how we started was just
like let's find some way to find each other. And then as we sort of moved into more of the
advocacy and activism areas are, the students in our group really wanted to be
recognized and to be seen as legitimate. And that's when we found on the dream national
group and became a chapter so that made us feel like we're a part of something you
know, we're on the national website and students can find us which is another great
benefit of that. And then we also wanted to become a student org on campus, so officially
recognized as student org on campus. So we just started out as sort of a loose homegrown
group of students and We went to become more legitimized and become a chapter of
dream and establish on campus. That's sort of how it evolved.

 Amanda Reavey  32:09

Very grassroots effort. Yes. Yeah. Yes. Um, I think to the, like, it's really great to have that
legitimacy as well because I also thinking about students with invisible disabilities that
you know, really need that mentorship and that camaraderie that that that dream fosters.
And by, it makes it easier to find to have something that they can come to rather than
you trying to seek them out. And then it also gives them kind of, I think, autonomy, they
can decide whether they want to be part of something rather than suddenly be sought out
and singled out

 33:00
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Yes, yeah. And I think, I think, as we talked about before, a lot of students are really
concerned about being outed, so to speak. And I think that what we've noticed is we have
a lot of a lot more participation online than we do in person. And I think that's part of it.
And I think we're trying to be very conscious about having lots of different ways for
students to be connected and involved. And even if it's just part of being a private group
on Facebook, and just feeling like you're not alone, because there are, you know, 60
something other students in that group, whatever level of involvement students want to
have or need to have. We want to be able to provide that.

 33:44

And then you also mentioned that you're getting into more advocacy. So what does that
mean and what does that look like?

Meredith Williams  33:53
Well, it looks like difficult. It has been difficult. And I think a lot of the advocacy that we've
been doing is limited to the barriers that we're facing as a student group. And I would say
one of the issues that was brought to us when we were first starting this group was that
there had not been a group for students with disabilities on our campus, as far as I know,
ever, but at least not in the last 20 years. And so that immediately pointed to some
systemic barriers and some issues that were going on that were preventing students from
with disabilities from having a group on campus. And I think one of those big barriers is
the whole student org process on our campus. It's fair, there are a lot of hoops to jump into
sometimes very disorganized. And I think, again, this is another system where I think
they're sort of assessing your dedication and your drive in your motivation to have a
student group with how many, you know, trainings and workshops and things that you
can meetings that you can show up to in person filling out forms and going to hearings.
And I think that has, that has all been a very big barrier for us as a group. And so, you
know, we spend most of our time really trying to maintain our student work status, and to
deal with the barriers that we experience in the context of that. And so a lot of our
advocacy has been around things like, you know, these trainings for student or officers are
not actually accessible. There aren't captions on videos, you know, images don't have
descriptions, I'm having to show up in person over and over. It's not good for students with
low stamina or chronic illness or immune deficiencies. So I think that's really where our
activism is right now. That we would really like to move to on that, and I I don't know if
that changes before I graduate. I think that that's a big sticking point for us. And an
important issue is what are the barriers that are preventing students with disabilities from
participating in campus life as fully as other groups? You know, why don't we have a
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group? Why don't we have a resource center, like the Women's Resource Center or the
LGBT Resource Center? Why when we meet, did we have to meet in the basement of
Mitchell hall? You know, why don't we have more visibility on campus? Why aren't we able
to participate more, and I think the issue is some of those barriers that are in place.

 Amanda Reavey  36:44

So what we need is to rethink just like the classroom, we need to rethink how we are
assessing somebody's dedication and effort, and I don't know that I have any answers to
other than what you had said earlier, which is get people with disabilities on these
committees listen to what they have to say. Like we we understand our world through
stories. So don't dismiss somebody just because they have a story and not like a medical
diagnosis or, you know, like that all mental health and this affects physical health and vice
versa. I could go on, but that's, that's what I'm hearing.

Meredith Williams  37:35
Yes, yeah. It's really sort of looking at how things work all together. And looking at how
we've, and maybe we're not active. We don't feel like we're actively contributing to those
issues now, but it's taking a step back and looking at the way the system works, and how
that's affecting students with disabilities.

 Amanda Reavey  37:56

Going forward, do you have any advice for students who with disabilities who are entering
college for the first time?

Meredith Williams  38:05
yes, so I, so I will disclose that it took me nine years to get through undergrad and four
different colleges. And that was in large part because of issues that I had getting
accommodations that I needed to succeed. And UW M was the school where I finally
finished my undergrad. And I think that was because UW m caters to non traditional
students. So there's a lot of options for going part time online camp classes, hybrid classes,
extended timelines. So UW M was already a little more universally accessible in that way
than other colleges that I've been to and so that was very helpful, but I would say for
students going in, you want to really look at Do you have a Disability office on campus?
Are you going to have a counselor, an advocate or someone who is going to write you up
for a written plan and back you up when you need accommodations in the classroom?
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And you I know, I know a lot of students are uncomfortable with this, but I'm at the point
now where it almost sort of forcefully disclose disclose my disability status. So when I
went into when I went into interviews, for example, for my PhD program, and I was talking
to professor's, I just brought it up, I said, Hey, I have chronic illness and disability. I'm going
to need these sorts of accommodations. What do you do when students ask you for
accommodations? Like what is your experience with this and what's your approach? So I
would advise students to think of interactions with potential colleges and universities, as
much of an interview view as it is an interview of them. And I always think it's bad to find
out if there's going to be Problems are people balk at issues around disability up front,
because that might not be the easiest place to succeed. And I don't think that there's
anything wrong with finding a college or university that is going to have maybe a more
accessible mindset and a more inclusive mindset and be, maybe your professors are going
to be a little more skilled at working with students with disabilities so that you can
succeed and so you're not just fighting for your basic access rights the whole time. And I
think that that's really important for students success.

 Amanda Reavey  40:36

So really, almost like I even though it's scary.

Meredith Williams  40:40
Yeah.

 Amanda Reavey  40:40

Figure out what you need. State what you need, and if it can't provide it, don't be afraid to
peace out and go somewhere else.

Meredith Williams  40:49
Yeah, exactly, yeah. Even if you're getting financial aid, you're paying to go to school, and
so you're paying them and so you should get what you need for what you're paying for.

 Amanda Reavey  41:00

Listeners, thank you for listening to this week's episode of Stereotype Life. If you enjoyed
this episode, please leave a review on iTunes and consider supporting us at www dot
stereotype dot life slash donate. I hope you will join us next time when we discuss life as a
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first-generation college student and single mother from rural Minnesota with Beth
Vigoren. Until then, have a wonderful couple of weeks. Yeah. Alright, thank you Meredith
for joining us today. That was um that was such an interesting and fun conversation.
Thank you so much.

Meredith Williams  41:13
You're very welcome.

 Amanda Reavey  41:14

Listeners. Thank you for listening to this week's episode of stereotype life. If you enjoyed
this episode, please leave a review on iTunes and consider supporting us at www dot
stereotype dot life slash donate. I hope you will join us next time when we discuss life as a
first generation college student and a single mother from rural Minnesota with Beth
Vigoren and until then have a wonderful couple of weeks.
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